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Plus ça change?

I very much liked Jim Cockburn's letter

in a recent edition of my monthly treat,

the Kingsley Klarion. I have not been an

owner now for a dozen years or so, but it

seems to me that the "flaws and

weaknesses" pointed out by Jim seem

exactly the same now as they were when

I commenced ownership in the late

80s/early 90s.

Apparently, in all that time, the

treatment of owners and the modus

operandi of those running an industry

that employs 120,000 people and,

basically, supports a large part of the

betting industry who employ many

thousands more, has hardly changed, if

at all.

In the early 90s I was encouraged to

put my name down for election to the

Racehorse Owners Association

committee. Prize-money (which was,

even then as it is now, ludicrous) and the

way owners were treated at the

racecourses were the two most

contentious issues at that time.

It was perfectly obvious that a) the

betting industry, even more reliant then

on horseracing than they are now, and

the racecourses were short-changing the

owners and, in consequence also the

trainers and their staff. The bookmakers,

by paying much less than they should

have in the shape of an always (by them)

contested amount in their levy; and the

racecourses, by adding a pittance of

their turnover to prize-money. And b)

the industry was run in a most

unprofessional way by a bunch of "this

is how we have always done it"

amateurs who liked to believe that horse

ownership was a privilege bestowed

upon the lucky few and that it was "fun"

and that prize-money was irrelevant. 

In order to be elected each applicant

had to explain his reasons for wishing to

be considered for membership of the

ROA committee. In my offering I made

the two points of prize-money and

ownership treatment as my main ‘raison

d’être’ and espoused my ideas for

resolving these issues. Explaining that it

was historically

obvious that the bookmakers would

not increase their current level of levy

nor would racecourses spend money on

owner comforts and facilities unless

they were hurt in their pockets, I

suggested that a one-week total ban on

allowing any of their horses to run, with

threats of repeats if demands were not

met, were the only avenues whereby

owners could, at last, get satisfaction.

Having consequently received a number

of very disapproving, if sometimes

subtle, menacing messages from some

quarters and other interested factions,

needless to say things did not go in my

favour.

I understand that some racecourses

have, since around 2008/10, improved

the owner experience at their venues

considerably (obviously from Jim's letter

Epsom are not one of them) but, quite

obviously, the matter of prize-money, if

anything, has become even worse. Covid

has, of course, given the racing and

betting industries a taste of how

damaging a "no racing" scenario can be

to all concerned but when, hopefully,

things return to normal my idea of a

repeat, owner-enforced short hiatus

might just make the bookmakers and

racecourse owners realise that without

owners they have nothing.

I would imagine that the modern great

multitude of betting companies, whose

adverts dominate television and who

fight to get their logos on Premier

League shirts, and the racecourses, who

depend on owners for their ‘stock’,

would have to think a little more

earnestly than they do now if the source

of much of their income was put in

jeopardy again for a limited period.

Keep those winners coming!

ANTHONY LATTER
(Former owner with Johnston Racing)
London NW3

Your proposals, please!

I write in response to Mr Cockburn’s

remarkably negative correspondence in

the Kingsley Klarion. His letter paints a

very sorry picture of racing in Great

Britain and it’s a pity that prospective

owners reading this sort of letter might

be put off from participating. 

Furthermore, while criticising the

factional interests of various parties, the
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racecourses paying lip service to

owners, the lack of diversity, prize-

money, the levy, drones, the

government, the jockey club, the BHA

and animal welfare, Mr Cockburn only

actually makes two ambiguous

suggestions  —  appoint a professional

racing manager and employ

professionals on the racecourses to

welcome owners.  Oh, and wake up and

smell the coffee.

I really believe that anyone who

adversely criticises anything should in

turn put forward positive ideas to

remedy the issues and yes, there are

serious challenges facing horse racing

but, believe it or not, many people

within the industry continue to work

extremely diligently to improve matters.

If Mr Cockburn doesn’t believe me then

he should carefully read the websites of

the NTF, RCA, BHA, ROA, the Jockey

Club, GB racing, HBLB, Racing

Welfare, the Paulick Report and the

Diversity Action Plan. You might argue

they are self-justifying, but racing

journalists tend to hold them to task so

don’t forget to regularly read the Racing

Post.

There is a fair question raised about

leadership but I’m unsure to whom Mr.

Cockburn is referring when he states

racing leaders tend to retire early or are

sacked? Racing’s leaders seem to be a

diversified bunch and maybe we need a

Bernie Ecclestone or Don King to head

the industry as money usually ends up as

the potent driving force. A promoter for

horse racing in the UK who is prepared

to invest billions would solve a few

problems of leadership.

So, Mr Cockburn, after doing your

homework and smelling the coffee,

please make some really positive, brand

new proposals as to the way forward.

p.s. Many congratulations to the Johnson

team in winning with Subjectivist in

Dubai. Absolutely brilliant.

PETER CRAGGS
Morpeth, Northumberland

More than one way to learn

James Willoughby was his usual
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forensic self in writing about odds in a

recent Klarion. Beyond that, his

recollection of missing a significant

amount of school time through illness

should be some comfort for anyone in

education who has missed weeks or

months of learning this last year. 

You never really know when you might

be inadvertently learning something that

will ultimately prove central to your

later life. Of course, as well as

grandparents as in James’ case, pupils do

learn a great deal from each other and

Bruce Springsteen has long maintained

you pick up most from a three-minute

record.

Well done to Johnston Racing for

starting this year as you mean to go on.

COLIN A CAMERON
London NW2

Sectionals create interest

There is one overwhelming reason why

James Willoughby’s article on

Subjectivist’s win in Dubai (April

Klarion) should be required reading for

anyone with an interest in racing. It

makes racing more interesting, and

without public interest we are all

doomed. 

What could be more interesting in

post-race analysis than the actual facts

of what has just been placed before our

eyes? Even today when, at long, long

last, sectional times are being regularly

displayed across TV screens, too much

discussion is based on impression,

quotation and the inevitable slabs of

prejudice. 

We all know that racing is a multi-

layered and often disunited activity, but

its absolute basis is the human/equine

athletic event of the race itself. In every

other sport, most especially in human

athletics, in-running data has long been

accepted as central to keeping up

audience interest. 

Sir Brendan Foster is an inquiring

man beside being as great a

commentator as he was a gold medal-

winning distance runner. More than 30

years ago he asked me what was our

equivalent of “lap times” during TV

commentary. When I told him that if the

field was bunched the race-caller would

say “there’s no great pace here,” and if it

was stretched he might risk “they are

going a good clip”, the great man just

shook his head in disbelief.

It’s a bit late in the day but I should

Measuring jockeyship

Since racing began 200 years ago

jockeys and trainers were ranked in

accordance with the number of winners

or prize-money earned. There is another

factor that may be especially useful to

connections with, say, handicappers

down to sellers. 

Firstly can we agree that one could

throw the silks to any of the top 50

jockeys and the horse will mostly

achieve its best result. However, once a

rider gets opportunities on decent horses

and wins, and if their face fits, they get

better rides that enhance their statistics. 

One could be on a good horse and

make an error but the horse gets them

out of trouble; it’s akin to driving a

Formula One motor with extra gears.

But on a lesser horse, it’s like handling

an old Austin, where one has to have a

range of extra skills to make it perform

at its best.

Jockeyship could be assessed on a

rider's ability to get the best out of a

horse, regardless of its finishing

position.  Connections of a particular

horse may then  be better placed to hire

a rider who, while at the bottom of the

list of top 20 jockeys may be in the top

five of "Best Outcome" calculations. All

too often connections believe that a ‘top’

jockey can simply galvanise their horse.

I recall Lester Piggott, after riding

Dahma Star who ran 4th, quipping that it

didn't want to try regardless who rode it.

A week later he rode three winners

(Todmaster, Sullance and Regal Chance)

and with a hint of a smile noted in

contrast that these horses had the desire

to win, two doing so in photo-finishes.

I am interested in identifying true

jockeyship through various factors and

aim to compile a list this summer. Do

others out there have any thoughts?

KEVIN HALL
Toowoomba, Australia

ring “Big Bren” and tell him our “lap

times” are here at last. Racing should be

grateful to you and to James for that

article. I certainly am. It has kept me

interested !

BROUGH SCOTT
Ewhurst, Surrey

More for the winners?

I may be out of the game now but I still

enjoy reading the Kingsley Klarion, and

read with interest Mark’s comments in

his Straight Talking column in the April

edition.

You are right, Mark, lotteries flourish

pro rata to the size of the jackpot.

Spreading the prize-money more thinly,

whereby increased numbers win smaller

sums, only serves to diminish ticket

sales. That doesn't appeal to my

mentality but I'm clearly in a minority.

By extension, therefore, might there be a

case for divvying up racing's prize-

money in such a way that the

overwhelming percentage goes to the

winners? If not, then allusions to the

lottery have little relevance.

Alas though, the root of the sport's

problems lies with its fading popularity.

Unless this trend is reversed with some

imaginative thinking by a forward-

looking impresario figure no amount of

cutting the cake in different ways is

going to solve the problem.

I've had numerous left-field ideas of

how to do this down the years but

they've never gained traction because

those in charge have always been, and

continue to be, risk-averse  —

paradoxical really, given how much the

sport's survival relies on gambling.

ANDREW FRANKLIN
East Horsley, Surrey


